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A look at the chemicals surrounding us that’s “hard–hitting . . . yet also instills hope for a future

in which consumers make safer, more informed choices” (The Washington Post).Pollution is no

longer just about belching smokestacks and ugly sewer pipes—now, it’s personal.The most

dangerous pollution, it turns out, comes from commonplace items in our homes and

workplaces. To prove this point, for one week Rick Smith and Bruce Lourie ingested and

inhaled a host of things that surround all of us. Using their own bodies as the reference point to

tell the story of pollution in our modern world, they expose the corporate giants who

manufacture the toxins, the government officials who let it happen, and the effects on people

and families across the globe.This book—the testimony of their experience—also exposes the

extent to which we are poisoned every day of our lives, from the simple household dust that is

polluting our blood to the toxins in our urine that are created by run–of–the–mill shampoos and

toothpaste. Ultimately hopeful, the book empowers readers with some simple ideas for

protecting themselves and their families, and changing things for the better.“Undertaking a

cheeky experiment in self–contamination, professional Canadian environmentalists Smith and

Lourie expose themselves to hazardous everyday substances, then measure the

consequences . . . Throughout, the duo weave scientific data and recent political history into an

amusing but unnerving narrative, refusing to sugarcoat any of the data while maintaining a

welcome sense of humor.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

From Booklist*Starred Review* This is one scary book. Using a variety of test methods, the

authors determined individual “body burdens,” or the toxic chemical load we carry. The

innocuous rubber duck, for example, offers a poison soup of phthalates that “permeate the

environment and humans.” From other products and food, we also have a collection of

chemicals shorthanded as PFCs, PFOAs, PSOSs, and PCBs. None of them are good, and

they are everywhere, thanks to Teflon (which drew the largest administrative penalty against a

company ever obtained by the EPA), Stainmaster, nonflammable pajamas, tuna (hello,

mercury), and, would you believe, antibacterial products. The legacy of our chemically addicted

society is not just all around us but also inside us, and it is killing us, as the Teflon case proved.

(Workers in West Virginia believed that “having a high-paying job often meant getting sick,” and

many were reluctant to sue and possibly scare DuPont away.) Poised between chirpy green-

living manuals and dense academic papers, Smith and Bruce Lourie have crafted a true guide

for the thinking consumer. If readers don’t change their ways after reading this one, then they

never will. --Colleen Mondor --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.ReviewPraise for Slow Death by Rubber Duck“Beware the smiling creature in your

bathtub: it #8217;s yellow, it squeaks, your kids love it, and it gets into your bloodstream —

literally. —High Country News“Enviro–porn. —Forbes.com“Undertaking a cheeky experiment in

self–contamination, professional Canadian environmentalists Smith and Lourie expose

themselves to hazardous everyday substances, then measure the consequences . . .

Throughout, the duo weave scientific data and recent political history into an amusing but

unnerving narrative, refusing to sugarcoat any of the data (though protection is possible,

exposure is inevitable) while maintaining a welcome sense of humor. —Publishers Weekly

(starred review)“Slow Death by Rubber Duck #8217;s real achievement is in documenting how

chemical giants stay a step ahead of regulators, and those revelations make the book a



fascinating and frightening read. —The Week“Slow Death by Rubber Duck . . . isn #8217;t just

alarmist environmental shock and awe. It #8217;s a thoughtful look at how pollution has shifted

over the years from something tangible and transparent (industrial pollutants as the cause of

acid rain) to something abstract and nuanced (BPA #8217;s links to breast cancer). The

challenges this change presents, as many of the world #8217;s top scientists explain in these

pages, should be of serious concern to us all. —O: The Oprah Magazine“Slow Death by

Rubber Duck is hard–hitting in a way that turns your stomach and yet also instills hope for a

future in which consumers make safer, more informed choices and push their governments to

impose tougher regulations on the chemicals all around us. —The Washington Post“This is one

scary book. Using a variety of test methods, the authors determined individual body burdens,

#8217; or the toxic chemical load we carry. The innocuous rubber duck, for example, offers a

poison soup of phthalates that permeate the environment and humans. #8217; From other

products and food we also have a collection of chemicals shorthanded as PFCs, PFOAs,

PSOSs, and PCBs. None of them are good, and they are everywhere, thanks to Teflon (which

drew the largest administrative penalty against a company ever obtained by the EPA),

Stainmaster, nonflammable pajamas, tuna (hello, mercury), and, would you believe, anti–

bacterial products. The legacy of our chemically addicted society is not just all around us but

also inside us and it is killing us, as the Teflon case proved. (Workers in West Virginia believed

that having a high–paying job often meant getting sick, #8217; and many were reluctant to sue

and possibly scare DuPont away.) Poised between chirpy green–living manuals and dense

academic papers, Smith and Lourie have crafted a true guide for the thinking consumer. If

readers don #8217;t change their ways after reading this one, then they never will. —Colleen

Mondor, Booklist“Fantastically important —an indispensable guide to surviving in an industrial

age. —Tim Flannery, author of Now or Never and The Weather Makers“One of the most

disturbing facts I #8217;ve heard in the last few years is the new scientific evidence showing

that Arctic people who rely on traditional diets —fish and marine mammals —are experiencing

a world without baby boys. Well, not quite —but twice as many girls are being born, because

male fetuses are weaker (you women knew this!), and baby boys cannot survive the level of

PCBs, mercury and other toxins that find their final home in the Arctic. Slow Death by Rubber

Duck tells the other end of this story —how ordinary household products we consume here in

the U.S. are the font of this toxic rain that falls on the Arctic —but that while the Arctic is the

most distant victim of these poisons, we ourselves are the first. —Carl Pope, executive director,

Sierra Club“This book is a powerful reminder that what we do to Mother Earth, we do to

ourselves. Read it to see why we have to change the way we live and get off our destructive

path. —David Suzuki, environmental activist and host of The Nature of Things --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAs executive director of Environmental

Defence Canada, Rick Smith is one of Canada's leading environmentalists. Bruce Lourie is an

environmental professional with expertise in toxic pollution and mercury. He is president of the

Ivey Foundation. The authors live in Toronto. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.ReviewPraise for Slow Death by Rubber Duck“Beware the smiling creature in your

bathtub: it’s yellow, it squeaks, your kids love it, and it gets into your bloodstream—literally.” —

High Country News“Enviro-porn.” —Forbes.com“Undertaking a cheeky experiment in self-

contamination, professional Canadian environmentalists Smith and Lourie expose themselves

to hazardous everyday substances, then measure the consequences . . . Throughout, the duo

weave scientific data and recent political history into an amusing but unnerving narrative,

refusing to sugarcoat any of the data (though protection is possible, exposure is inevitable)

while maintaining a welcome sense of humor.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)“Slow



Death by Rubber Duck’s real achievement is in documenting how chemical giants stay a step

ahead of regulators, and those revelations make the book a fascinating and frightening read.” —

The Week“Slow Death by Rubber Duck . . . isn’t just alarmist environmental shock and awe. It’s

a thoughtful look at how pollution has shifted over the years from something tangible and

transparent (industrial pollutants as the cause of acid rain) to something abstract and nuanced

(BPA’s links to breast cancer). The challenges this change presents, as many of the world’s top

scientists explain in these pages, should be of serious concern to us all.” —O: The Oprah

Magazine“Slow Death by Rubber Duck is hard-hitting in a way that turns your stomach and yet

also instills hope for a future in which consumers make safer, more informed choices and push

their governments to impose tougher regulations on the chemicals all around us.” —The

Washington Post“This is one scary book. Using a variety of test methods, the authors

determined individual ‘body burdens,’ or the toxic chemical load we carry. The innocuous

rubber duck, for example, offers a poison soup of phthalates that ‘permeate the environment

and humans.’ From other products and food we also have a collection of chemicals

shorthanded as PFCs, PFOAs, PSOSs, and PCBs. None of them are good, and they are

everywhere, thanks to Teflon (which drew the largest administrative penalty against a company

ever obtained by the EPA), Stainmaster, nonflammable pajamas, tuna (hello, mercury), and,

would you believe, anti-bacterial products. The legacy of our chemically addicted society is not

just all around us but also inside us and it is killing us, as the Teflon case proved. (Workers in

West Virginia believed that ‘having a high-paying job often meant getting sick,’ and many were

reluctant to sue and possibly scare DuPont away.) Poised between chirpy green-living manuals

and dense academic papers, Smith and Lourie have crafted a true guide for the thinking

consumer. If readers don’t change their ways after reading this one, then they never will.” —

Colleen Mondor, Booklist“Fantastically important—an indispensable guide to surviving in an

industrial age.” —Tim Flannery, author of Now or Never and The Weather Makers“One of the

most disturbing facts I’ve heard in the last few years is the new scientific evidence showing that

Arctic people who rely on traditional diets—fish and marine mammals—are experiencing a

world without baby boys. Well, not quite—but twice as many girls are being born, because

male fetuses are weaker (you women knew this!), and baby boys cannot survive the level of

PCBs, mercury and other toxins that find their final home in the Arctic. Slow Death by Rubber

Duck tells the other end of this story—how ordinary household products we consume here in

the U.S. are the font of this toxic rain that falls on the Arctic—but that while the Arctic is the

most distant victim of these poisons, we ourselves are the first.” —Carl Pope, executive

director, Sierra Club“This book is a powerful reminder that what we do to Mother Earth, we do

to ourselves. Read it to see why we have to change the way we live and get off our destructive

path.” —David Suzuki, environmental activist and host of The Nature of Things--This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Movies Make Me Happy, “Absolutely terrifying.. The truth about plastic, and what it is doing to

the planet and every living thing on it. More frightening than A Nightmare on Elm Street, and

yet, deeply inspiring.”

MaggieLynn, “Absolutely the best book ever published!. This book is phenomenal! It changed

my entire way of shopping and living in my home environment. It's so great, I give it as gifts to

my friends so that their lives can also be cleaner. I am shocked at all the dangerous chemicals

allowed to be marketed for the sake of making businesses profit. I would never knowingly sell

anything to anyone I knew would cause them harm. This should be required reading in all

schools.  It is the best book I've ever read!”

Barbara J., “A very important book. This book explains how things got so out of hand -- tens of

thousands of new synthetic chemicals are now an intrinsic part of all our lives, none of them

having been tested for toxicity to our bodies. The writers started the ball rolling by using

themselves as guinea pigs and then analysing their blood and urine for toxic substances, after

which they recruited many others for this same testing, including a big project for determining

radioactive substances in baby teeth from milk as a consequence of nuclear testing and

accidents. My biggest concern as I read this book is, where was the government during this



era of no regulation (which continues to this day), leaving us all contaminated with toxins?”

expatgirl, “An easy to understand book that everyone MUST read. A friend gave me the book

to read and I was a bit hesitant as I am pretty well informed about environmental hazards and

try to do what I can to live a less-toxic life. However this book was even more eye-opening

based on actual studies, that the authors did using themselves as the subjects.I wish first of all

that every parent would read this book as there are easy ways to avoid toxin. After that I would

wish that everyone who is free thinking would read this book. It would just make the world a

less toxic place.Thank you to the authors for writing this book.”

Kay C., “Everyone should read this. Think you know how dangerous everyday objects are?

Think again! (Well, maybe you do, but I was surprised at how much I didn't know) I've been

slowly transitioning from plastic (any and all) for about a year now and this book gave me a

swift kick to get in gear and finish it off! I learned a lot and it's a very easy read. Rick and

Bruce make the information easily accessible.  I've already passed it on to 4 friends!”

Lois Field, “Excellent book on the toxic soup we are exposed to. The way the experiments were

carried out could have been done differently, but it's my opinion that the authors only wanted to

show how easily exposure to environmental toxins can affect us and be found in our

bloodstreams. Also seeing that the levels of contaminants in the blood stream can be reduced

should give any one the motivation to green up their life especially if they are being affected by

exposure.”

Ebook Tops shopper, “I feel like I've made all of the wrong choices for me. I'm only 1/3 way

though this book and I'm already scared to read the rest of it. I feel like I've made all of the

wrong choices for me, my family and my house. Rugs, couches, mattresses, clothes, my

beloved scented shampoo are all going to eventually kill me. I'm going to go broke trying to be

healthy and replace all of these things. Very upseting and eye opening. Definite read.”

Maureen D. Hunter, “Scary information. I thought this book was full of useful information. I will

be more conscious of the plastics I use and look for alternative solutions.”

Miss L E Ryan, “Informative. An eye opener, very informative and has some good suggestions

that are practical enough to bring to your every day life. The only reason I gave it four stars is

that it is not written from a UK perspective so some of the products are not relevant to me.”

ABHISHEK CHANDRA, “Daily life hazardous practices is very nicely explained with proper

scientific and research data. Very interesting book. Daily life hazardous practices is very nicely

explained with proper scientific and research data.”

Lauren Olson, “Arrived in perfect condition!. Book arrived promptly and in great shape”

A.Stedmann, “Five Stars. A must read - should be introduced into high schools”

The book by Rick Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 100 people have provided feedback.
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